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AbstractWe present the time-dependent complete-active-space self-consistent-field
(TD-CASSCF) method to simulate multielectron dynamics in ultrafast intense laser
fields from the first principles. While based on multiconfiguration expansion, it di-
vides the orbital space into frozen-core (tightly bound electrons with no response
to the field), dynamical-core (electrons tightly bound but responding to the field),
and active (fully correlated to describe highly excited and ejected electrons) or-
bital subspaces. The subspace decomposition can be done flexibly, conforming to
phenomena under investigation and desired accuracy. The method is gauge invari-
ant and size extensive. Infinite-range exterior complex scaling in addition to mask-
function boundary is adopted as an efficient absorbing boundary. We show numer-
ical examples and illustrate how to extract relevant physical quantities such as ion-
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ization yield, high-harmonic spectrum, and photoelectron spectrum from our full-
dimensional implementation for atoms. The TD-CASSCF method will open a way
to the ab initio simulation study of ultrafast intense laser science in realistic atoms
and molecules.
1 Introduction
From atoms and molecules under visible-to-midinfrared laser fields of an inten-
sity & 1014 W/cm2 emerge highly nonlinear strong-field phenomena, e.g., above-
threshold ionization, tunneling ionization, high-harmonic generation (HHG), and
nonsequential double ionization (NSDI) [1,2]. In particular, HHG is more and more
widely used as an ultrashort (down to attoseconds) coherent light source in the
extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) and soft x-ray spectral ranges [3–5]. In addition, free-
electron lasers are now in operation as another type of ultrashort, intense, coherent
XUV and x-ray sources. Such a rapid progress in experimental techniques for ultra-
fast intense laser science has opened new research areas including ultrafast molec-
ular probing [6–8], attosecond science [9–11], and XUV nonlinear optics [12, 13],
with the ultimate goal to directly observe, and even manipulate ultrafast electronic
motion in atoms, molecules, and solids.
Further advances in these areas require first-principles methods to numerically
simulate the real-time dynamics of multielectron atoms and molecules in ultrafast
intense laser pulses, or ab initio strong-field physics. Although the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE) [see Eq. (1) below] rigorously describes these phe-
nomena in principle, its numerical integration in the real space for systems with
more than two electrons [14–29] poses a major challenge.
A promising class of approaches is time-dependent multiconfiguration self-
consistent field (TD-MCSCF) methods [30, 31], where the total electronic wave
function is expressed as a superposition of different electronic configurations or
Slater determinants built from a given number of single-electron spin orbitals [see
Eq. (11) and Fig. 1 below]. In the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree-
Fock (MCTDHF) method [32–34], both the expansion coefficients [configuration-
interaction (CI) coefficients] and orbital functions are varied in time, and all the
possible realizations to distribute the electrons among the spin orbitals (full CI ex-
pansion) are included. Though pioneering and powerful, the computational cost of
MCTDHF increases factorially with the number of electrons.
To overcome this difficulty, we have recently developed and successfully im-
plemented a TD-MCSCF method called the time-dependent complete-active-space
self-consistent-field (TD-CASSCF) method [35–37], which is the topic of the
present Chapter. TD-CASSCF classifies the spatial orbitals into doubly occupied
and time-independent frozen core (FC), doubly occupied and time-dependent dy-
namical core (DC), and fully correlated active orbitals. Thanks to this classification,
the number of configurations used in simulations and the computational cost are
significantly reduced without sacrificing accuracy. The classification can be done
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flexibly, based on simulated physical situations and desired accuracy. Through com-
parison of the results from various subspace decompositions, one can analyze the
contribution from different shells, the effect of electron correlation, and the mecha-
nism underlying the simulated phenomena. In this sense, TD-CASSCF is even more
useful than merely numerically exact black-box simulations.
This Chapter proceeds as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe the statement of the
problem that we are going to treat, i.e., the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
for many electron systems in a driving laser field within the dipole and fixed-nuclei
approximations. We also briefly mention an important concept of gauge transfor-
mation. Section 3 explains the formulation of the TD-CASSCF method, the equa-
tions of motion for CI coefficients and orbital functions, and its important features
of gauge invariance and size extensivity. In Sec. 4 we describe how to prepare the
initial wave function and absorb the electron wave packet that reaches the simula-
tion box boundary without unphysical reflection. Section 5 presents how to extract
relevant physical quantities from the wave function obtained by TD-CASSCF simu-
lations, along with representative numerical examples. Summary is given in Sec. 6.
Hartree atomic units are used throughout unless otherwise stated.
2 Problem Statement
2.1 Time-Dependent Schro¨dinger Equation
We consider an atom or molecular system consisting of N electrons subject to an
external laser field. Within the electric dipole approximation of laser-electron in-
teraction and the fixed-nuclei or clamped-nuclei approximation that treats nuclei as
classical point charges fixed in space, the dynamics of the laser-driven multielectron
system is described by the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE),
i
∂Ψ(t)
∂ t
= Hˆ(t)Ψ(t), (1)
where the time-dependent Hamiltonian,
Hˆ(t) = Hˆ1(t)+ Hˆ2, (2)
is decomposed into the one-electron part (kinetic energy, nuclear Coulomb energy,
and laser-electron interaction),
Hˆ1(t) =∑
i
hˆ(ri, t) (3)
and the two-electron part,
Hˆ2 =
N
∑
i=1
∑
j<i
1
|ri− r j| , (4)
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for the interelectronic Coulomb interaction. The laser-electron interaction can be
expressed either in the length gauge (LG) or velocity gauge (VG): hˆ(r, t) in Eq. (3)
is given by,
hˆ(r, t) =
pˆ2
2
+ r ·E(t)−∑
α
Zα
|r−Rα | , (5)
in the length gauge, with pˆ=−i∇, and,
hˆ(r, t) =
[pˆ+A(t)]2
2
−∑
α
Zα
|r−Rα | , (6)
in the velocity gauge, with A(t) =−∫ E(t)dt being the vector potential.
2.2 Gauge Transformation
The wave functions ΨL(t) and ΨV(t) expressed in the length and velocity gauges,
respectively, are transformed into each other through the gauge transformation,
ΨV(t) = Uˆ (t)ΨL(t), (7)
with the unitary operator,
Uˆ (t) = exp
[
−iA(t) ·
N
∑
i=1
ri
]
. (8)
If we substitute Eq. (7) into the TDSE with Eq. (6), we can easily show that ΨL
indeed satisfies the TDSE with Eq. (5).
While the operator pˆ corresponds to the kinetic momentum in the length gauge,
it corresponds to the canonical momentum in the velocity gauge, and the kinetic
momentum is given by pˆ+A(t). Then, a plane wave state with a kinetic momentum
pkin is eipkin·r in the length gauge and ei[pkin−A(t)]·r in the velocity gauge, which fulfills
Eq. (7).
The gauge principle states that all physical observables are gauge invariant, i.e.,
take the same values whether the laser-electron interaction may be represented in
the length or velocity gauge [38]. For example, the probability density is gauge
invariant, |ΨV(t)|2 = |ΨL(t)|2.
One may be surprised to realize that the projection 〈Ξ |Ψ(t)〉 of the wave function
Ψ(t) onto a field-free stationary state Ξ and the population |〈Ξ |Ψ(t)〉|2 are not
gauge invariant and, thus, not a physical observable when A(t) 6= 0, i.e., during
the pulse. As a consequence, the degree of ionization is not gauge invariant during
the pulse, either. Let us assume that a hydrogen atom under a laser field linearly
polarized in the z direction is in the ground state in the length gauge,
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ψL(r, t) =
e−r√
pi
, (9)
at some moment, e.g., after a complete Rabi oscillation cycle. Then, its velocity
gauge wave function is,
ψV(r, t) = e−iA(t)zψL(r, t) = 2e−r
∞
∑
l=0
√
2l+1(−i)l jl(A(t)r)Yl0(θ ,φ), (10)
which contains not only the 1s state but all the angular momenta l including contin-
uum levels unless A(t) = 0.
3 TD-CASSCF method
3.1 Multicongifuration Expansion
In order to simulate multielectron dynamics, as illustrated in Fig. 1, we expand
the total wave function Ψ(t) as a superposition of different Slater determinants or
configuration state functions,
Ψ(t) =
P
∑
I
ΦI(t)CI(t), (11)
where expansion coefficients {CI} are called configuration interaction (CI) coeffi-
cients and bases {ΦI} are the Slater determinants built from N spin orbitals out of
2n spin orbitals {ψp(t); p = 1,2, · · · ,n}⊗{α,β} (in the spin-restricted treatment)
with {ψp} being spatial orbital functions and α(β ) the up- (down-) spin eigenfunc-
tion. The summation in Eq. (11) with respect to configurations I runs through the
element of a CI space P, consisting of a given set of determinants.
Muticonfiguration expansion Eq. (11) can represent a wide variety of differ-
ent methods; whereas {CI} are usually taken as time-dependent, they can also be
fixed [39]. {ψp}, and thus {ΦI}, can be considered either time-independent, as
in the time-dependent configuration interaction singles (TDCIS) method [40], or
time-dependent, as in the TD-CASSCF, MCTDHF, and time-dependent Hartree-
Fock (TDHF) [41] methods described below. While orbital functions are usually
assumed to fulfill orthonormality, it is not a necessary condition.
3.2 TD-CASSCF ansatz
In the TD-CASSCF method, we use orthonormal time-dependent orbital functions.
The n occupied orbitals are classified into nc core orbitals {ψi : i = 1,2, · · ·,nc}
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CI coefficient
orbital
function
= +C2(t)C1(t) +C3(t) +	….. (t)
 1(r, t)
 2(r, t)
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the multiconfiguration expansion Eq. (11). Each term on the
right-hand side corresponds to a configuration Φ1,Φ2, · · · with CI coefficients C1,C2, · · · . The first
term corresponds to the Hartree-Fock configuration.
that are doubly occupied all the time and na(= n− nc) active orbitals {ψt : t =
nc + 1,nc + 2, · · ·,n}. This idea is based on a reasonable expectation that only
high-lying electrons are strongly driven, while deeply bound core electrons re-
main nonionized. On the other hand, we consider all the possible distributions of
Na(= N−2nc) electrons among na active orbitals. It should be noticed that not only
the active orbitals but also the core orbitals, though constrained to the closed-shell
structure, vary in time, in general, responding to the field formed by the laser and
the other electrons. The use of time-dependent (especially active) orbitals that are
initially localized near the nuclei but spatially expand in the course of time allows
us to efficiently describe excitation and ionization.
It is also possible to further decompose core orbitals into n f c frozen-core (FC)
orbitals that do not vary in time and ndc time-dependent dynamical core (DC) or-
bitals (nc = n f c+ndc). The N-electron CASSCF wave function can be symbolically
expressed as,
ΨCAS : ψ21 · · ·ψ2n f cψ2n f c+1(t) · · ·ψ2nc(t){φnc+1(t) · · ·φn(t)}NA , (12)
and given by,
ΨCAS = Aˆ
[
ΦfcΦdc(t)∑
I
ΦI(t)CI(t)
]
, (13)
where Aˆ is the antisymmetrization operator, Φfc and Φdc are the closed-shell deter-
minants constructed with FC and DC orbitals, respectively, and {ΦI} are the de-
terminants formed by active orbitals. In the following, we will denote the level of
the CAS approximation employed inΨCAS by the integer triple (n f c,ndc,na). Here-
after, we use orbital indices {i, j,k} for core (C ), {t,u,v,w,x,y} for active (A ), and
{o, p,q,r,s} for arbitrary occupied (core and active) (P =C +A ) orbitals (Fig. 2).
The FC and DC orbitals are distinguished explicitly only when necessary.
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dynamical-core
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core C
A
{t, u, v, w, x, y}
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 4(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="+Jms6Zk9e7HxMziSJBchq+OgHaU=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQGHBEgapDQolhE01nWElEcTJBo6ng5GtmXtLgOMvC/tjs1jxQ+kpaAgKRIpBeIzaPgBCj4BpSRSmhS5O17HS cCQWe3OnTP3nDn37liBIyNFdJnpM/oHHjwcHMo+Gn78ZGR07On7yG+GtijZvuOHZcuMhCM9UVJSOaIchMJ0LUesWY25ZH+tJcJI+t6q2 gtEzTW3PLkpbVMxtF4NIlmfmVLT9dEcFUiPiZtBMQ1ySMeiP5ZZQBUb8GGjCRcCHhTHDkxE/FRQBCFgrIaYsZAjqfcFDpBlbpOzBGeYjD b4u8WrSop6vE40I822+RSH35CZE8jTBZ3QNZ3TKV3Rz55asdZIvOzxbLW5IqiPfBhf+XEvy+VZYbvLutOzwiZea6+SvQcaSaqw2/zW/t H1ytvlfDxJX+gb+/9Ml3TGFXit7/bXJbF8rNU95uzoal19vsf9jRkPGd9gpaSnNY0k6ru6353OxL+zYuQ47yDtci9Ni3lN/S/uVu3m/Z 9uyB3ydf1/Kre9JVFnt6t2n8/b9Dqueitm+UYX/72/N4PSy8KbAi3N5Gbn06s9iOd4gSmWeoVZzGMRJbbl4hAf8cl4ZwijYbjt1L5Mynm Gv4bR+gUO2M+x</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Jms6Zk9e7HxMziSJBchq+OgHaU=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQGHBEgapDQolhE01nWElEcTJBo6ng5GtmXtLgOMvC/tjs1jxQ+kpaAgKRIpBeIzaPgBCj4BpSRSmhS5O17HS cCQWe3OnTP3nDn37liBIyNFdJnpM/oHHjwcHMo+Gn78ZGR07On7yG+GtijZvuOHZcuMhCM9UVJSOaIchMJ0LUesWY25ZH+tJcJI+t6q2 gtEzTW3PLkpbVMxtF4NIlmfmVLT9dEcFUiPiZtBMQ1ySMeiP5ZZQBUb8GGjCRcCHhTHDkxE/FRQBCFgrIaYsZAjqfcFDpBlbpOzBGeYjD b4u8WrSop6vE40I822+RSH35CZE8jTBZ3QNZ3TKV3Rz55asdZIvOzxbLW5IqiPfBhf+XEvy+VZYbvLutOzwiZea6+SvQcaSaqw2/zW/t H1ytvlfDxJX+gb+/9Ml3TGFXit7/bXJbF8rNU95uzoal19vsf9jRkPGd9gpaSnNY0k6ru6353OxL+zYuQ47yDtci9Ni3lN/S/uVu3m/Z 9uyB3ydf1/Kre9JVFnt6t2n8/b9Dqueitm+UYX/72/N4PSy8KbAi3N5Gbn06s9iOd4gSmWeoVZzGMRJbbl4hAf8cl4ZwijYbjt1L5Mynm Gv4bR+gUO2M+x</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Jms6Zk9e7HxMziSJBchq+OgHaU=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQGHBEgapDQolhE01nWElEcTJBo6ng5GtmXtLgOMvC/tjs1jxQ+kpaAgKRIpBeIzaPgBCj4BpSRSmhS5O17HS cCQWe3OnTP3nDn37liBIyNFdJnpM/oHHjwcHMo+Gn78ZGR07On7yG+GtijZvuOHZcuMhCM9UVJSOaIchMJ0LUesWY25ZH+tJcJI+t6q2 gtEzTW3PLkpbVMxtF4NIlmfmVLT9dEcFUiPiZtBMQ1ySMeiP5ZZQBUb8GGjCRcCHhTHDkxE/FRQBCFgrIaYsZAjqfcFDpBlbpOzBGeYjD b4u8WrSop6vE40I822+RSH35CZE8jTBZ3QNZ3TKV3Rz55asdZIvOzxbLW5IqiPfBhf+XEvy+VZYbvLutOzwiZea6+SvQcaSaqw2/zW/t H1ytvlfDxJX+gb+/9Ml3TGFXit7/bXJbF8rNU95uzoal19vsf9jRkPGd9gpaSnNY0k6ru6353OxL+zYuQ47yDtci9Ni3lN/S/uVu3m/Z 9uyB3ydf1/Kre9JVFnt6t2n8/b9Dqueitm+UYX/72/N4PSy8KbAi3N5Gbn06s9iOd4gSmWeoVZzGMRJbbl4hAf8cl4ZwijYbjt1L5Mynm Gv4bR+gUO2M+x</latexit>
 5(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="M/l2sJb0V067JJG8OZrJt6Yti30=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQEHAoQGiQZhgUhjXSOiPJogpaHjaR4Cy9pdBhh5X9odO4EVP5A2RQqgAIkC8Rk0/AAFnxClBClNitwdrzEJM TCr3blz5p4z594dK3BkpIiuMm1Ge8ez551d2RfdPS97+/pfLUV+NbRF0fYdP1yxzEg40hNFJZUjVoJQmK7liGWr8inZX66JMJK+t6h2A lFyzS1PbkrbVAytrgeRLL8ZV6/LfTnKkx7D94NCGuSQjlm/PzODdWzAh40qXAh4UBw7MBHxs4YCCAFjJcSMhRxJvS+whyxzq5wlOMNktM LfLV6tpajH60Qz0mybT3H4DZk5jFG6pFO6pgs6ox/0u6VWrDUSLzs8W3WuCMq9XwcXfj3KcnlW2G6yHvSssIl32qtk74FGkirsOr+2+/ 164cP8aDxGx/ST/R/RFZ1zBV7txj6ZE/P7Wt1jzmddravP97i/MeMh4xuslPS0pJFE/Yvud6Mz8W1WjBzn7aVdbqVpMa+q/8XDqs28p+ mG3CFf139Xue4tiRq7TbXHfP5Pr+GqtWKWb3Th3/t7PyhO5N/naW4yNzWdXu1ODGEE4yz1FlOYxiyKbMvFNxzg0PhoCKNiuPXUtkzKGcB fw6j9ARIrz7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M/l2sJb0V067JJG8OZrJt6Yti30=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQEHAoQGiQZhgUhjXSOiPJogpaHjaR4Cy9pdBhh5X9odO4EVP5A2RQqgAIkC8Rk0/AAFnxClBClNitwdrzEJM TCr3blz5p4z594dK3BkpIiuMm1Ge8ez551d2RfdPS97+/pfLUV+NbRF0fYdP1yxzEg40hNFJZUjVoJQmK7liGWr8inZX66JMJK+t6h2A lFyzS1PbkrbVAytrgeRLL8ZV6/LfTnKkx7D94NCGuSQjlm/PzODdWzAh40qXAh4UBw7MBHxs4YCCAFjJcSMhRxJvS+whyxzq5wlOMNktM LfLV6tpajH60Qz0mybT3H4DZk5jFG6pFO6pgs6ox/0u6VWrDUSLzs8W3WuCMq9XwcXfj3KcnlW2G6yHvSssIl32qtk74FGkirsOr+2+/ 164cP8aDxGx/ST/R/RFZ1zBV7txj6ZE/P7Wt1jzmddravP97i/MeMh4xuslPS0pJFE/Yvud6Mz8W1WjBzn7aVdbqVpMa+q/8XDqs28p+ mG3CFf139Xue4tiRq7TbXHfP5Pr+GqtWKWb3Th3/t7PyhO5N/naW4yNzWdXu1ODGEE4yz1FlOYxiyKbMvFNxzg0PhoCKNiuPXUtkzKGcB fw6j9ARIrz7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M/l2sJb0V067JJG8OZrJt6Yti30=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQEHAoQGiQZhgUhjXSOiPJogpaHjaR4Cy9pdBhh5X9odO4EVP5A2RQqgAIkC8Rk0/AAFnxClBClNitwdrzEJM TCr3blz5p4z594dK3BkpIiuMm1Ge8ez551d2RfdPS97+/pfLUV+NbRF0fYdP1yxzEg40hNFJZUjVoJQmK7liGWr8inZX66JMJK+t6h2A lFyzS1PbkrbVAytrgeRLL8ZV6/LfTnKkx7D94NCGuSQjlm/PzODdWzAh40qXAh4UBw7MBHxs4YCCAFjJcSMhRxJvS+whyxzq5wlOMNktM LfLV6tpajH60Qz0mybT3H4DZk5jFG6pFO6pgs6ox/0u6VWrDUSLzs8W3WuCMq9XwcXfj3KcnlW2G6yHvSssIl32qtk74FGkirsOr+2+/ 164cP8aDxGx/ST/R/RFZ1zBV7txj6ZE/P7Wt1jzmddravP97i/MeMh4xuslPS0pJFE/Yvud6Mz8W1WjBzn7aVdbqVpMa+q/8XDqs28p+ mG3CFf139Xue4tiRq7TbXHfP5Pr+GqtWKWb3Th3/t7PyhO5N/naW4yNzWdXu1ODGEE4yz1FlOYxiyKbMvFNxzg0PhoCKNiuPXUtkzKGcB fw6j9ARIrz7I=</latexit>
 6(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="WxDyoIBEeT1pF8eOAXI6Zu2tvYM=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQEHAoQGiQZhgUhjXSOUVxOkNHQ8zUNgWbvLACPvS7tjJ7DiB9KmSAEUIFEgPoOGH6DgE6KUIKVJkbvjNSYhB ma1O3fO3HPm3LtjBY6MFNFVps1o73j2vLMr+6K752VvX/+rpcivhrYo2r7jhyuWGQlHeqKopHLEShAK07UcsWxVPiX7yzURRtL3FtVOI EquueXJTWmbiqHV9SCS5Tfj6nW5L0d50mP4flBIgxzSMev3Z2awjg34sFGFCwEPimMHJiJ+1lAAIWCshJixkCOp9wX2kGVulbMEZ5iMVv i7xau1FPV4nWhGmm3zKQ6/ITOHMUqXdErXdEFn9IN+t9SKtUbiZYdnq84VQbn36+DCr0dZLs8K203Wg54VNvFOe5XsPdBIUoVd59d2v1 8vfJgfjcfomH6y/yO6onOuwKvd2CdzYn5fq3vM+ayrdfX5Hvc3ZjxkfIOVkp6WNJKof9H9bnQmvs2KkeO8vbTLrTQt5lX1v3hYtZn3NN 2QO+Tr+u8q170lUWO3qfaYz//pNVy1VszyjS78e3/vB8WJ/Ps8zU3mpqbTq92JIYxgnKXeYgrTmEWRbbn4hgMcGh8NYVQMt57alkk5A/h rGLU/FX7Psw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WxDyoIBEeT1pF8eOAXI6Zu2tvYM=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQEHAoQGiQZhgUhjXSOUVxOkNHQ8zUNgWbvLACPvS7tjJ7DiB9KmSAEUIFEgPoOGH6DgE6KUIKVJkbvjNSYhB ma1O3fO3HPm3LtjBY6MFNFVps1o73j2vLMr+6K752VvX/+rpcivhrYo2r7jhyuWGQlHeqKopHLEShAK07UcsWxVPiX7yzURRtL3FtVOI EquueXJTWmbiqHV9SCS5Tfj6nW5L0d50mP4flBIgxzSMev3Z2awjg34sFGFCwEPimMHJiJ+1lAAIWCshJixkCOp9wX2kGVulbMEZ5iMVv i7xau1FPV4nWhGmm3zKQ6/ITOHMUqXdErXdEFn9IN+t9SKtUbiZYdnq84VQbn36+DCr0dZLs8K203Wg54VNvFOe5XsPdBIUoVd59d2v1 8vfJgfjcfomH6y/yO6onOuwKvd2CdzYn5fq3vM+ayrdfX5Hvc3ZjxkfIOVkp6WNJKof9H9bnQmvs2KkeO8vbTLrTQt5lX1v3hYtZn3NN 2QO+Tr+u8q170lUWO3qfaYz//pNVy1VszyjS78e3/vB8WJ/Ps8zU3mpqbTq92JIYxgnKXeYgrTmEWRbbn4hgMcGh8NYVQMt57alkk5A/h rGLU/FX7Psw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WxDyoIBEeT1pF8eOAXI6Zu2tvYM=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQEHAoQGiQZhgUhjXSOUVxOkNHQ8zUNgWbvLACPvS7tjJ7DiB9KmSAEUIFEgPoOGH6DgE6KUIKVJkbvjNSYhB ma1O3fO3HPm3LtjBY6MFNFVps1o73j2vLMr+6K752VvX/+rpcivhrYo2r7jhyuWGQlHeqKopHLEShAK07UcsWxVPiX7yzURRtL3FtVOI EquueXJTWmbiqHV9SCS5Tfj6nW5L0d50mP4flBIgxzSMev3Z2awjg34sFGFCwEPimMHJiJ+1lAAIWCshJixkCOp9wX2kGVulbMEZ5iMVv i7xau1FPV4nWhGmm3zKQ6/ITOHMUqXdErXdEFn9IN+t9SKtUbiZYdnq84VQbn36+DCr0dZLs8K203Wg54VNvFOe5XsPdBIUoVd59d2v1 8vfJgfjcfomH6y/yO6onOuwKvd2CdzYn5fq3vM+ayrdfX5Hvc3ZjxkfIOVkp6WNJKof9H9bnQmvs2KkeO8vbTLrTQt5lX1v3hYtZn3NN 2QO+Tr+u8q170lUWO3qfaYz//pNVy1VszyjS78e3/vB8WJ/Ps8zU3mpqbTq92JIYxgnKXeYgrTmEWRbbn4hgMcGh8NYVQMt57alkk5A/h rGLU/FX7Psw==</latexit>
 7(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="EVywewTnB6VbJiabHoRv5hXjZHI=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQGHBEgapDQolhE01nUUiSRNkGjoeDoY2Za1uwww8r60OzaPFT+QloKCpEikFIjPoOEHKPgElJJIaVLk7ngdJ wFDZrU7d87cc+bcu2MFjowU0WWmz+gfePBwcCj7aPjxk5HRsafvI78Z2qJk+44fli0zEo70RElJ5YhyEArTtRyxZjXmkv21lggj6Xura i8QNdfc8uSmtE3F0Ho1iGR9ZkpN10dzVCA9Jm4GxTTIIR2L/lhmAVVswIeNJlwIeFAcOzAR8VNBEYSAsRpixkKOpN4XOECWuU3OEpxhMt rg7xavKinq8TrRjDTb5lMcfkNmTiBPF3RC13ROp3RFP3tqxVoj8bLHs9XmiqA+8mF85ce9LJdnhe0u607PCpt4rb1K9h5oJKnCbvNb+0 fXK2+X8/EkfaFv7P8zXdIZV+C1vttfl8TysVb3mLOjq3X1+R73N2Y8ZHyDlZKe1jSSqO/qfnc6E//OipHjvIO0y700LeY19b+4W7Wb93 +6IXfI1/X/qdz2lkSd3a7afT5v0+u46q2Y5Rtd/Pf+3gxKLwtvCrT0Kjc7n17tQTzHC0yx1AxmMY9FlNiWi0N8xCfjnSGMhuG2U/syKec Z/hpG6xcY0c+0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EVywewTnB6VbJiabHoRv5hXjZHI=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQGHBEgapDQolhE01nUUiSRNkGjoeDoY2Za1uwww8r60OzaPFT+QloKCpEikFIjPoOEHKPgElJJIaVLk7ngdJ wFDZrU7d87cc+bcu2MFjowU0WWmz+gfePBwcCj7aPjxk5HRsafvI78Z2qJk+44fli0zEo70RElJ5YhyEArTtRyxZjXmkv21lggj6Xura i8QNdfc8uSmtE3F0Ho1iGR9ZkpN10dzVCA9Jm4GxTTIIR2L/lhmAVVswIeNJlwIeFAcOzAR8VNBEYSAsRpixkKOpN4XOECWuU3OEpxhMt rg7xavKinq8TrRjDTb5lMcfkNmTiBPF3RC13ROp3RFP3tqxVoj8bLHs9XmiqA+8mF85ce9LJdnhe0u607PCpt4rb1K9h5oJKnCbvNb+0 fXK2+X8/EkfaFv7P8zXdIZV+C1vttfl8TysVb3mLOjq3X1+R73N2Y8ZHyDlZKe1jSSqO/qfnc6E//OipHjvIO0y700LeY19b+4W7Wb93 +6IXfI1/X/qdz2lkSd3a7afT5v0+u46q2Y5Rtd/Pf+3gxKLwtvCrT0Kjc7n17tQTzHC0yx1AxmMY9FlNiWi0N8xCfjnSGMhuG2U/syKec Z/hpG6xcY0c+0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EVywewTnB6VbJiabHoRv5hXjZHI=">A AADvHicjVK7ThtBFD1mIQGHBEgapDQolhE01nUUiSRNkGjoeDoY2Za1uwww8r60OzaPFT+QloKCpEikFIjPoOEHKPgElJJIaVLk7ngdJ wFDZrU7d87cc+bcu2MFjowU0WWmz+gfePBwcCj7aPjxk5HRsafvI78Z2qJk+44fli0zEo70RElJ5YhyEArTtRyxZjXmkv21lggj6Xura i8QNdfc8uSmtE3F0Ho1iGR9ZkpN10dzVCA9Jm4GxTTIIR2L/lhmAVVswIeNJlwIeFAcOzAR8VNBEYSAsRpixkKOpN4XOECWuU3OEpxhMt rg7xavKinq8TrRjDTb5lMcfkNmTiBPF3RC13ROp3RFP3tqxVoj8bLHs9XmiqA+8mF85ce9LJdnhe0u607PCpt4rb1K9h5oJKnCbvNb+0 fXK2+X8/EkfaFv7P8zXdIZV+C1vttfl8TysVb3mLOjq3X1+R73N2Y8ZHyDlZKe1jSSqO/qfnc6E//OipHjvIO0y700LeY19b+4W7Wb93 +6IXfI1/X/qdz2lkSd3a7afT5v0+u46q2Y5Rtd/Pf+3gxKLwtvCrT0Kjc7n17tQTzHC0yx1AxmMY9FlNiWi0N8xCfjnSGMhuG2U/syKec Z/hpG6xcY0c+0</latexit>
{o, p, q, r, s}
<latexit sha1_base64="765WLy0kwOPxlOOv4Wt6yTDjG5Y=">AAADwHicjVLLTttAFD3BpaXpA2g3SN2gRlQsougGIfWxQmLDrjyag kQiZJuBjmJ7nLGTFqz8QH+ARTdQiQXqZ7DhB7rgEyqWIHXTRa8nDuEVYCx77py558y51+OEnoxiouPcgPVg8OGjocf5J0+fPR8eGX3xOVJN7YqKqzylVxw7Ep4MRCWWsSdWQi1s3/HEslOfTfeXW0JHUgWf4q1Q1Hx7M5Ab0rVjhmrVRBXDYqOoi1G1vTZSoBKZMX49KGdBAdmYV6 O5j6hiHQoumvAhECDm2IONiJ9VlEEIGashYUxzJM2+QBt55jY5S3CGzWidv5u8Ws3QgNepZmTYLp/i8auZOY4J+k0HdEpH9Iv+0L++WonRSL1s8ex0uCJcG/4+tvT3TpbPc4wvPdatnmNs4J3xKtl7aJC0CrfDb23vnC59WJxI3tBPOmH/e3RMh1xB0Dpz9xfE4g+jHjDnq6nWN+ cH3N+Ecc34OiulPa0ZJFX/Zvrd7UxynpWgwHntrMv9NB3mNc2/uF21l3c/Xc0dUqb+i8odb2nU3e2p3eXzJr2uq/6Keb7R5av393pQmSq9L9HCdGFmLrvaQ3iF15hkqbeYwRzmUWFbDexgF3vWrCUtZTU6qQO5jPMSl4a1/R/1c9Fu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="765WLy0kwOPxlOOv4Wt6yTDjG5Y=">AAADwHicjVLLTttAFD3BpaXpA2g3SN2gRlQsougGIfWxQmLDrjyag kQiZJuBjmJ7nLGTFqz8QH+ARTdQiQXqZ7DhB7rgEyqWIHXTRa8nDuEVYCx77py558y51+OEnoxiouPcgPVg8OGjocf5J0+fPR8eGX3xOVJN7YqKqzylVxw7Ep4MRCWWsSdWQi1s3/HEslOfTfeXW0JHUgWf4q1Q1Hx7M5Ab0rVjhmrVRBXDYqOoi1G1vTZSoBKZMX49KGdBAdmYV6 O5j6hiHQoumvAhECDm2IONiJ9VlEEIGashYUxzJM2+QBt55jY5S3CGzWidv5u8Ws3QgNepZmTYLp/i8auZOY4J+k0HdEpH9Iv+0L++WonRSL1s8ex0uCJcG/4+tvT3TpbPc4wvPdatnmNs4J3xKtl7aJC0CrfDb23vnC59WJxI3tBPOmH/e3RMh1xB0Dpz9xfE4g+jHjDnq6nWN+ cH3N+Ecc34OiulPa0ZJFX/Zvrd7UxynpWgwHntrMv9NB3mNc2/uF21l3c/Xc0dUqb+i8odb2nU3e2p3eXzJr2uq/6Keb7R5av393pQmSq9L9HCdGFmLrvaQ3iF15hkqbeYwRzmUWFbDexgF3vWrCUtZTU6qQO5jPMSl4a1/R/1c9Fu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="765WLy0kwOPxlOOv4Wt6yTDjG5Y=">AAADwHicjVLLTttAFD3BpaXpA2g3SN2gRlQsougGIfWxQmLDrjyag kQiZJuBjmJ7nLGTFqz8QH+ARTdQiQXqZ7DhB7rgEyqWIHXTRa8nDuEVYCx77py558y51+OEnoxiouPcgPVg8OGjocf5J0+fPR8eGX3xOVJN7YqKqzylVxw7Ep4MRCWWsSdWQi1s3/HEslOfTfeXW0JHUgWf4q1Q1Hx7M5Ab0rVjhmrVRBXDYqOoi1G1vTZSoBKZMX49KGdBAdmYV6 O5j6hiHQoumvAhECDm2IONiJ9VlEEIGashYUxzJM2+QBt55jY5S3CGzWidv5u8Ws3QgNepZmTYLp/i8auZOY4J+k0HdEpH9Iv+0L++WonRSL1s8ex0uCJcG/4+tvT3TpbPc4wvPdatnmNs4J3xKtl7aJC0CrfDb23vnC59WJxI3tBPOmH/e3RMh1xB0Dpz9xfE4g+jHjDnq6nWN+ cH3N+Ecc34OiulPa0ZJFX/Zvrd7UxynpWgwHntrMv9NB3mNc2/uF21l3c/Xc0dUqb+i8odb2nU3e2p3eXzJr2uq/6Keb7R5av393pQmSq9L9HCdGFmLrvaQ3iF15hkqbeYwRzmUWFbDexgF3vWrCUtZTU6qQO5jPMSl4a1/R/1c9Fu</latexit>
Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the TD-CASSCF concept for a twelve-electron system with two
frozen-core, two dynamical-core, and eight active orbitals. The classification of orbitals and the
indices we use are also shown.
There are two limiting cases. On one hand, if we use a single configuration made
up of only DC orbitals, i.e., (0,N/2,0), or equivalently (0,0,N/2), it corresponds to
TDHF [41], where some orbitals can also be frozen in a broader sense. On the other
hand, the special case (0,0,n) (n > N/2), where all the orbitals are fully correlated
or treated as active, corresponds to MCTDHF.
3.3 TD-CASSCF equations of motion
The equations of motion (EOMs) that govern the temporal evolutions of the CI
coefficients {CI(t)} and orbital functions {ψp(t)} have been derived on the basis of
the time-dependent variational principle (TDVP) [42–44], which requires the action
integral,
S[Ψ ] =
∫ t1
t0
〈Ψ |
(
Hˆ− i ∂
∂ t
)
|Ψ〉, (14)
to be stationary, i.e.,
δS = δ 〈Ψ |Hˆ|Ψ〉− i
(
〈δΨ |∂Ψ
∂ t
〉−〈∂Ψ
∂ t
|δΨ〉
)
= 0, (15)
with respect to arbitrary variation of CI coefficients and orbitals. By substituting
Eq. (13) into Eq. (15) and after laborious algebra, one can derive the equations of
motion for the CI coefficients and orbital functions.
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The form of the resulting EOMs is not unique but can be written in various equiv-
alent ways [36]. Here we present the EOMs in the form convenient for numerical
implementation [36]. The EOMs for the CI coefficients read,
i
d
dt
CI(t) =∑
J
〈ΦI |Hˆ2|ΦJ〉CJ(t), (16)
which describes transitions among different configurations solely mediated by the
interelectronic Coulomb interaction. The EOMs of the orbitals are given by
i
d
dt
|ψp〉 = hˆ|ψp〉+ QˆFˆ |ψp〉+∑
q
|ψq〉Rqp, (17)
where Qˆ = 1−∑p |ψp〉〈ψp| is the projector onto the orthogonal complement of the
occupied orbital space. Fˆ is a mean-field operator that describes the contribution
from the interelectronic Coulomb interaction, defined by
Fˆ |ψp〉= ∑
oqsr
(D−1)opP
qs
or Wˆ
r
s |ψq〉, (18)
where D and P are the one- and two-electron reduced density matrix (RDM) in
the orbital representation, respectively (see Ref. [35] for their definition and the
simplification due to the core-active separation), and Wˆ rs is the electrostatic potential
of an orbital product (pair potential),
Wˆ rs (r) =
∫
dr′
ψ∗r (r′)ψs(r′)
|r− r′| . (19)
The matrix element Rqp,
Rqp ≡ i〈ψq|ψ˙p〉−hqp, (20)
with hqp = 〈ψq|hˆ|ψp〉, determines the components of the time derivative of orbitals
in the subspace spanned by the occupied orbitals. The elements within one sub-
space, i.e., Rij and R
u
t , can be arbitrary Hermitian matrix elements and are set to zero
Rij = R
u
t = 0 in our implementation [36]. The elements between the core and active
subspaces are given by,
Rti =
(
Rit
)∗
=
{ −hti (LG)
−hti−E(t) · r ti (VG)
(for i ∈ frozen core), (21)
Rti =
(
Rit
)∗
=∑
u
[(2−D)−1]tu(2Fui −∑
v
DuvF
i∗
v ) (for i ∈ dynamical core), (22)
where Fui = 〈ψu|Fˆ |ψi〉, and r ti denotes a matrix element of the position vector r.
For the sake of gauge invariance (see Sebsec. 3.5), frozen core orbitals, which are
time-independent in the length gauge, are to be varied in time in the velocity gauge
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as [36],
ψi(r, t) = e−iA(t)·rψi(r,0) (for i ∈ frozen core), (23)
in spite of their name. Nevertheless, the FC orbital electron density distribution
|ψi(r, t)|2 = |ψi(r,0)|2 is still time-independent.
It is noteworthy that the laser-electron interaction is explicitly contained only
in the first term of the orbital EOM Eq. (17) and does not directly drive temporal
change of the CI coefficients in Eq. (16). Thus, in the form presented here, we can
say that dynamical correlation induced by the laser field manifests itself first in the
orbital EOMs and then spreads to the CI coefficients via the temporal change of
orbitals (and, thus, of Slater determinants) in Eq. (16).
3.4 Numerical Implementation for Atoms
We have recently numerically implemented the TD-CASSCF method for atoms ir-
radiated by a linearly polarized laser pulse, as detailed in Ref. [36]. Our implemen-
tation employs a spherical harmonics expansion of orbitals with the radial coordi-
nate discretized by a finite-element discrete variable representation [45–48]. The
computationally most costly operation is to evaluate the pair potentials [Eq. (19)]
contributing to the mean-field [Eq. (18)], for which we use a Poisson solver thereby
achieving linear scaling with the number of basis functions (or equivalently, grid
points) [35, 46, 49–51]. A split-operator propagator is developed with an efficient
implicit method for stiff derivative operators which drastically stabilizes the tempo-
ral propagation of orbitals. Thanks to the combination of these techniques, we can
take full advantage of the TD-CASSCF method.
3.5 Gauge Invariance
The TD-CASSCF method is gauge invariant. For a TD-MCSCF method to be gauge
invariant, it must meet the following two requirements:
1. Any LG wave function ΨL(t) that satisfies a given multiconfiguration ansatz
Eq. (11) can be transformed to a VG wave function ΨV(t) that satisfies another
multiconfiguration ansatz of the same form, and vice versa.
2. If a LG wave function ΨL(t) is optimized on the basis of the TDVP expressed
in the length gauge, its VG counterpartΨV(t) satisfies the TDVP in the velocity
gauge, and vice versa.
To discuss the first requirement, let us denote the orbital functions calculated
with a given multiconfiguration ansatz Eq. (11) within the length gauge by {ψLp (r)}.
Equation (7) is fulfilled if one constructs the wave functionΨV(t) of the same ansatz
with the CI coefficients unchanged using the orbital functions {ψVp (r)} defined by,
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ψVp (r) = exp [−iA(t) · r]ψLp (r). (24)
Since this tells us that at least one of {ψLp (r)} and {ψVp (r)} is necessarily time-
dependent, TD-MCSCF methods that use time-independent orbital functions such
as TDCIS are, in general, not gauge invariant, i.e., the values of the observables
obtained within the length gauge are not equal to those within the velocity gauge.
This is because ΨV(t) does not necessarily belong to the subspace of the Hilbert
space spanned by {ΦI}, in whichΨL(t) is optimized. It should be noticed that even
if we could use an infinite number of orbitals, TDCIS would not be gauge-invariat; it
follows from Eq. (10) that if we use time-independent orbitals andΨL(t) is expressed
as a single (Hartree-Fock) determinant, ΨV(t) involves up to N-tuple excitations.
(see Ref. [52] for a recently reported gauge-invariant formulation of TDCIS with
time-dependent orbitals.)
For the second requirement, it should be noticed that the length- and velocity-
gauge Hamiltonians HˆL(t) with Eq. (5) and HˆV(t) with Eq. (6), respectively, are
related by [38],
HˆV = Uˆ HˆLUˆ †+ i
dUˆ
dt
Uˆ †. (25)
Then, using the unitarity of the gauge-transformation operator Uˆ (t)[Eq. (8)], we
can show that the TDVP expressions Eq. (15) in the two representations are equiv-
alent. This guarantees that the wave function transformed via Eq. (24) from the
wave function satisfying the length-gauge TDVP fulfills the velocity-gauge TDVP.
Therefore, satisfying both of the above-mentioned conditions, TD-MCSCF methods
with time-varying orbital functions, including TDHF, MCTDHF, TD-CASSCF, and
the time-dependent occupation-restricted multiple active-space (TD-ORMAS) [53]
methods, are gauge invariant in general [30, 35, 53, 54]
3.6 Size Extensivity
The TD-CASSCF method is size extensive. Size extensivity1 states “the method
scales properly with the number of particles” [55] or, for the case of the ground-
state energy, “if we have k number of noninteracting identical molecules, their total
energy must be k times the energy of one molecule” [56]. Roughly speaking, it can
be understood as follows.
Let us consider that we simulate photoionization of a He atom for such a laser
parameter that He is substantially singly ionized but that double ionization is neg-
ligible. Then, what will happen if we simulate photoionization of a He dimer by
the identical laser pulse, in which the two He atoms are sufficiently far apart from
1 It is not to be confused with a similar but different concept of size consistency, which, for the case
of the ground-state energy, states “if molecule AB dissociates to molecules A and B, the asymptote
of molecule AB at infinite internuclear separation should be the sum of the energies of molecules
A and B” [55] and “is only defined if the two fragments are non-interacting” [56].
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Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of size extensivity explained with a He atom and dimer (see text).
each other but the dipole approximation is still valid? Physically, we would expect
substantial single ionization of each atom, resulting in double ionization in total
(Fig. 3).
This seemingly obvious requirement is, in general, not met by TD-MCSCF meth-
ods with truncated expansion such as TDCIS and TD-ORMAS. On the other hand,
TD-CASSCF as well as MCTDHF and TDHF fulfills size extensivity.
4 Initial-State Preparation and Simulation Boundary
In ab initio simulation study of multielectron dynamics, we usually need to (i) pre-
pare the initial state, (ii) propagate the wave function in time (Sec. 3), (iii) absorb
electrons that leave the calculation region, and (iv) read out physically relevant in-
formation from the wave function (Sec 5). Let us discuss (i) and (iii) in this Section.
4.1 Imaginary-Time Propagation
While the initial state can also be obtained by a separate time-independent calcula-
tion of the ground state, a convenient alternative is imaginary-time propagation (or
relaxation) [57]. The solution of the field-free TDSE can be expressed as,
Ψ(t) =
∞
∑
α=0
cαΞαe−iEα t = e−iE0t
(
c0Ξ0+
∞
∑
α=1
cαΞαe−i(Eα−E0)t
)
, (26)
with eigenstates Ξα , of which Ξ0 is the ground state, and energy eigenvalues Eα .
By substituting imaginary time t =−is with s being a real number, we obtain,
Ψ(−is)eE0s = c0Ξ0+
∞
∑
α=1
cαΞαe−(Eα−E0)s −−−→
s→∞ c0Ξ0, (27)
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since Eα −E0 > 0 (α ≥ 1). Thus, we can obtain the ground state by integrating the
field-free EOMs in imaginary time and renormalizing the wave function after every
several time steps. The imaginary-time propagation is used for the results presented
in this Chapter.
4.2 Absorption Boundary
Since ionization is essential in the ultrafast intense laser science, it is one of the
major issues how to treat electrons that leave the calculation region and suppress
unphysical reflections. We use either mask function or infinite-range exterior com-
plex scaling in our numerical implementations.
4.2.1 Mask Function and Complex Absorbing Potential (CAP)
One common method is to multiply orbital functions outside a given radius (mask
radius) R0 by a function that decreases from unity and vanishes at the simulation
box boundary after each time step [58]. Typical forms of the mask function include
cos1/4 and cos1/8.
Another method is to add a complex absorbing potential (CAP), e.g., of the form
− iηW (r) =−iη(r−R0)2, (28)
where η denotes a CAP strength, to the Hamiltonian outside a given radius R0. In
the context of ab initio simulations of strong-field processes, CAP has been used in
combination with TDCIS [40].
4.2.2 Exterior Complex Scaling (ECS)
Exterior complex scaling [59] analytically continues the wave function outside a
given scaling radius R0 into the complex plane as, for the case of the polar coordinate
(Fig. 4),
r→ R(r) =
{
r (r < R0)
R0+(r−R0)eλ+iη (r > R0),
(29)
where λ and scaling angle η are real numbers. Then, the orbital function is trans-
formed via ECS operator UηR0 as,
(UηR0ψ)(r) :=
ψ(r) (r < R0)e λ+iη2 R(r)
r
ψ(R(r)) (r > R0),
(30)
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where R(r) = R(r)r r. In actual simulations, we numerically store (UηR0ψ)(r) in-
stead of ψ(r) in the scaled region r > R0. We can understand why this works as
an absorbing boundary by considering a spherical wave eikr/r. At r > R0 it be-
comes e
λ+iη
2 eik[R0+(r−R0)eλ cosη ]−k(r−R0)sinη/r, which exponentially diminishes as
∼ e−kr sinη/r at large distance. It should be noticed that ECS modifies neither the
wave function nor the system Hamiltonian.
While ECS is usually applied on a finite discretization range, one can infinitely
extend the scaled region, thus moving the simulation box boundary to infinity, while
using a finite number of exponentially damped basis functions [60]. This method,
called infinite-range ECS (irECS), significantly improves the accuracy and effi-
ciency over standard ECS with a considerably smaller number of basis functions.
It also has a conceptual advantage of being able to simulate the entire space.
While irECS has originally been formulated for a single-electron system and
found only limited use for strongly-driven multielectron systems, we have applied
it to our TD-CASSCF numerical implementation, as detailed in Ref. [37]. We set
λ = 0 and introduce Gauss-Laguerre-Radau quadrature points [61, 62] to construct
discrete-variable-representation basis functions in the last finite element extending
to infinity. An essential difference from a single-electron case is the presence of
interelectronic Coulomb interaction via mean-field operator Eq. (18). Its evaluation
as well as that of Qˆ requires Uˆ(−η)R0
∣∣ψp〉, which is not available in the scaled region.
Since the scaled region is far from the origin, it is reasonable to assume that the
scaled part of the orbital functions hardly affects the electron dynamics close to
the nucleus and that the interaction between electrons residing in the scaled region
is negligible. Thus, we neglect Uˆ(−η)R0
∣∣ψp〉 in the scaled region wherever their
information is necessary. This treatment roughly corresponds to the neglect of the
Coulomb force acting on electrons from scaled-region electrons (r > R0). On the
other hand, the Coulomb force acting on scaled-region electrons from unscaled-
region electrons (r < R0) is not neglected. Hence, the effect of the ionic Coulomb
potential is properly taken into account in the dynamics of departing electrons.
Figure 5 compares the electron radial distribution functions after the pulse for
the case of a Be atom exposed to a laser pulse with 800 nm wavelength and 3.0×
1014 W/m2 peak intensity, calculated with different absorbing boundaries listed in
Table 1. The pulse has a sin2 envelope with a foot-to-foot pulse width of five cycles.
We use (n f c,ndc,na) = (1,0,4). The result of condition A, with R0 = 320 a.u. much
larger than the quiver radius 28.5 a.u., is converged and can be considered to be
numerically exact. We can see that the irECS delivers much better results (C and E)
inside R0 than the mask function (F). It is remarkable that the irECS works well even
with the scaling radius (R0 = 28 a.u.) comparable with the quiver radius. The result
of the simulation (condition D) similar to C but neglecting also the interelectronic
Coulomb force from the unscaled (inner) to the scaled (outer) region is plotted with
a blue dashed curve in Fig. 5. We find a large discrepancy from the exact result (A).
This indicates that proper account of the Coulomb force acting on scaled-region
electrons from unscaled-region ones is crucial for accurate simulations, even though
the total momentum of the system is not conserved due to imbalance in counting the
interelectronic Coulomb interactions.
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Fig. 4 Schematic illustration
of radial exterior complex
scaling contour R(r) with
scaling radius R0 and scaling
angle η .
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 A: Mask, 320 a.u. (nominally exact)
 B: Mask, 320 a.u. (truncated at 28 a.u.)
 C: irECS, 28 a.u.
 D: irECS, 28 a.u. (e-e Coulomb neglected)
 E: irECS, 52 a.u.
 F: Mask, 52 a.u.
Fig. 5 Electron radial distribution function ρ(r) after the laser pulse for the case of Be exposed to a
laser pulse with 800 nm wavelength and 3.0×1014 W/m2 peak intensity, calculated with different
absorbing boundaries listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Absorbing boundaries tested for Be.
Absorber R0 nua La na Remark
A mask 320 1600 80 400 nominally exact
B mask 320 1600 80 400 truncated at 28 a.u. (see text in
Sebsec. 4.2.3)
C irECS 28 140 ∞ 40
D irECS 28 140 ∞ 40 unscaled-to-scaled Coulomb ne-
glected
E irECS 52 260 ∞ 40
F mask 52 260 8 40
4.2.3 Which part of the total wave function is propagated after one or more
electrons are absorbed at the simulation boundary?
Let us specifically consider a He atom, which is a two-electron system. The (r1,r2)
space can be divided into four regions, as shown in Fig. 6, A: r1 < R0,r2 < R0, B:
r1 > R0,r2 < R0, C: r1 < R0,r2 > R0, D: r1 > R0,r2 > R0.
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For the case of direct numerical simulation of the two-electron TDSE, e.g., by
the time-dependent close-coupling method [16, 17, 21, 22], the wave function only
in region A is stored and propagated. Hence, once one electron is absorbed, the
dynamics of the other electron is no longer followed even if it is still inside the
absorption radius R0, and, as a consequence, the transition from B or C to D cannot
be traced.
In great contrast, not only the two electrons in region A but also the inner elec-
tron in regions B and C is simulated in the TD-CASSCF, MCTDHF, and TDHF
simulations. In order to understand this prominent feature, we decompose the exact
orbital |ψp〉, which would be obtained if we used an infinitely large simulation box,
into the part numerically stored and propagated during actual simulation |φp〉 and
the remaining, i.e., absorbed and lost part |χp〉:
|ψp〉= |φp〉+ |χp〉 . (31)
Roughly speaking, |φp〉 is the part at r < R0 and |χp〉 at r > R0. The TD-CASSCF
equations of motion are derived on the assumption that {|ψp〉} is orthonormal. On
the other hand, {|φp〉} is not orthonormal in general, and its norm decreases. By
good use of absorption boundary, |φp〉 expectedly reproduces |ψp〉 within R0. In
region B, the two-electron wave function is generally expressed as,
Ψ(r1,r2) =∑
p,q
Cpqχp(r1)φq(r2), (32)
with an expansion coefficient Cpq. Here we neglect the spin part for simplicity. As
Eq. (32) suggests, even after electron 1 is absorbed, the dynamics of electron 2, still
entangled with electron 1, continues to be simulated, though approximately, as long
as it stays inside the absorption radius.
In Fig. 5 we have seen that the irECS works much better than the mask function.
Nevertheless, the irECS results (conditions C and E in Table 1) still deviate slightly
from the nominally exact solution (condition A). In the present case, Be is nearly
totally ionized, and double ionization amounts to 50 %, as we will see below in Fig.
7. Hence, the deviation may be due to the neglect of the Coulomb interaction in and
from the scaled region and/or the loss of information on the wave function in the
scaled region.
In order to reveal the effect of the latter, we have performed a simulation (condi-
tion B in Table 1) with a sufficiently large domain as condition A but by truncating
the interelectronic Coulomb interaction at r = 28a.u. as in the irECS. The result is
plotted in Fig. 5. The “truncated” result (B) slightly deviates from the exact one (A)
but overlaps with the irECS result (C) at r < 28 a.u., which indicates that the differ-
ence between the exact and irECS results in Fig. 5 originates from the neglect of the
Coulomb interaction in and from the scaled region, not from the loss of information.
One may be surprised that the loss of information on orbital functions at the ab-
sorption boundary hardly affects simulation results within the absorption radius. It
should be noticed that, even if the explicit form of |χp〉 is unknown, some informa-
tion on them is still available. At least, we can tell,
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Fig. 6 Four regions of the
(r1,r2) space of the two
electrons in He.
O r1
r2
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〈φp|χq〉= 0, 〈χp|χq〉= δpq−〈φp|φq〉, (33)
from the orthonormality of {|ψp〉}. This not only helps accurate simulations but
also allows to extract useful information such as ionization yields and charge-state-
resolved observables, as discussed in the next section.
5 Numerical examples
In this Section, we present how to extract physical observables from the wave func-
tion and numerical results obtained with TD-CASSCF and TDHF simulations.
5.1 Ionization Yield
One might consider that the ionization yield for charge state n could be obtained
through the integration over the population of all possible n-electron continuum
states (note that n denotes the ionic charge state in this Section). Unfortunately,
however, direct application of this naive idea would encounter difficulties. First, it is
not trivial (even more difficult than TD-CASSCF itself) to prepare n-electron con-
tinuum wave functions. The ionic core is not necessarily in the ground state and may
also be excited. Second, we have to keep the entire wave function within the sim-
ulation box, without being absorbed. The computational cost would be prohibitive.
Third, as discussed in Subsec. 2.2, the population of each field-free stationary state
is not gauge invariant during the pulse.
Instead, we define ionization in terms of the spatial positions of electrons and
introduce ionization probability Pn as a probability to find n electrons in the outer
region |r| > Rion and the remaining N− n electrons in the inner region |r| < Rion,
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with a given distance Rion from the origin,
Pn ≡
(
N
n
)∫
>
dx1 · ·
∫
>
dxn
∫
<
dxn+1 · ·
∫
<
dxN |Ψ(x1, ··,xN)|2 , (34)
where
∫
< and
∫
> denote integrations over a spatial-spin variable x= {r,σ} with the
spatial part restricted to the domains |r|< Rion, and |r|> Rion, respectively. Pn satis-
fies ∑Nn=0 Pn = 1. This spatial-domain-based ionization probability has an advantage
of being gauge invariant. Moreover, it is consistent with our usual perception of ion-
ization as a spatial separation of electron from the parent ion, such as ejection from
the surface and arrival of electron at a detector.
If we introduce,
Tn ≡
(
N
n
)∫
dx1 · ·
∫
dxn
∫
<
dxn+1 · ·
∫
<
dxN |Ψ(x1, ··,xN)|2 , (35)
it is related to Pn as,
Pn =
n
∑
k=0
(
N−n+ k
k
)
(−1)kTn−k, (36)
due to the orthonormality of orbitals with full-space integration [35] (see also Sub-
sec. 4.2.3), allowing to calculate the ionization probability only from the information
of orbitals inside the radius Rion and CI coefficients. By adopting the multiconfigu-
ration expansion Eq. (11), and making use of the orthonormality of spin-orbitals in
the full-space integration, we have
Tn =
P
∑
IJ
C∗I CJD
(n)
IJ , (37)
where,
D(0)IJ =
N
∑
i j
det
(
S<IJ
)
,
D(1)IJ =
N
∑
i j
ε IJi j det
(
S<IJ [i : j]
)
,
D(2)IJ =
N
∑
i> j
N
∑
k>l
ε IJik ε
IJ
jl det
(
S<IJ [i j : kl]
)
, (38)
etc, and S<IJ is an N×N matrix with its {i j} element being the inner-region overlap
integral,
(S<IJ)i j =
∫
<
dxφ ∗p(i,I)(x)φq( j,J)(x)≡ 〈φp|φq〉<, (39)
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Fig. 7 Time evolution of spatial-domain-based single, double, and total ionization probabilities of
Be exposed to a laser pulse with 800 nm wavelength and 3.0×1014 W/m2 peak intensity (the same
as for Fig. 5). Rion = 20a.u. is used.
where φp(i,I) is the i-th (in a predefined order) spin orbital in the determinant I.
S<IJ [i j · · : kl · ·] is the submatrix of S<IJ obtained after removing rows i, j, ·· and
columns k, l, ·· from the latter, and,
ε IJi j = δ
p(i,I)
q( j,J)(−1)i+ j. (40)
The matrix S<IJ and its submatrices are block-diagonal due to the spin-orthonormality,
so that, e.g., det
(
S<IJ
)
= det
(
S<Iα Jα
)
det
(
S<
Iβ Jβ
)
, where Iσ is the σ -spin part of the
determinant I.
In Fig. 7, we show the temporal evolution of thus calculated single, double, and
total ionization yields of Be for the same pulse and orbital subspace decomposition
as for Fig. 5. As an absorption boundary, we have used irECS with R0 = 40a.u.. Rion
is set to be 20a.u.. We can see step-like evolution every half cycle typical of tun-
neling ionization. After the pulse, there is practically no neutral species left, and the
double ionization yield is ∼ 50%. It is remarkable that the neglect of the Coulomb
interaction in and from the scaled region is a good approximation and that irECS
works excellently even under such massive double ionization.
Figure 8 presents the intensity dependence of the double ionization yields of He
and Ne irradiated by a laser pulse whose wavelength is 800 nm. Although the results
are not converged with respect to the number of orbitals yet, we can already clearly
see knee structures in the TD-CASSCF results, but not in the TDHF ones. Thus, the
TD-CASSCF method can well reproduce non-sequential double ionization [63,64],
a representative strong-field phenomenon that witnesses electron correlation.
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Fig. 8 Double ionization yields of (a) He and (b) Ne as a function of intensity of a laser pulse with
a wavelength of 800 nm, calculated by the TD-CASSCF and TDHF methods.
5.2 Charge-State-Resolved Electron Density Distribution
The usual electron density distribution,
ρ(r)≡ N∑
σ
∫
dx2 · · ·
∫
dxN |Ψ(x,x2, · · · ,xN)|2 , (41)
contains all the different charge states: neutral, singly ionized, doubly ionized, etc.
To discuss charge migration following attosecond photoionization, it will be use-
ful to analyze, e.g., a hole distribution inside the cation. Hence, we introduce a
charge-state-resolved electron density distribution ρ(n)(r) as a probability to find an
electron at r on condition that n out of the other N−1 electrons are at |r|> Rion and
N−1−n at |r|< Rion,
ρ(n)(r)≡ N
(
N−1
n
)
∑
σ
∫
>
dx2 · · ·
∫
>
dxn+1
∫
<
dxn+2 · · ·
∫
<
dxN |Ψ(x,x2, · · · ,xN)|2 .
(42)
Note that the electron density distribution in the neutral species is consistently given
by,
ρ(0)(r)≡ N∑
σ
∫
<
dx2 · · ·
∫
<
dxN |Ψ(x,x2, · · · ,xN)|2 . (43)
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(a) 20 as (b) 30 as
Fig. 9 Snap shots of the electron density distribution in Be+ produced by photoionization of Be
by XUV pulses with a photon energy of 150 eV, a peak intensity of 1013 W/cm2, and a FWHM
pulse width of (a) 20 as and (b) 30 as. The results of TDHF simulations.
Here, again, we have used domain-based definition of ionization.
ρ(n)(r) can be expressed in terms of orbitals and CI coefficients as well as S<IJ
introduced in the previous Subsection. For example, the electron density distribution
of the cation can be calculated by,
ρ(1)(r)=
Π
∑
IJ
C∗I CJ
N
∑
i, j
φ ∗p(i,I)(x)φq( j,J)(x)(−1)i+ j
(
N
∑
k=1
εikε jkS<IJ [ik; jk]− (N−1)S<IJ [i; j]
)
.
(44)
In Fig. 9, we show snap shots of the electron density distribution in Be+ pro-
duced by photoionization of Be by XUV pulses with a photon energy of 150 eV
and a FWHM pulse width of 20 and 30 as. The process is simulated with the TDHF
method. An isotropic charge density is formed by the superposition of (1s)−1 and
(2s)−1 holes and oscillates with a period of ca. 35 as, consistent with the energy
difference (∼ 120 eV). We also see that its amplitude is larger for the 20 as pulse
width than for 30 as, reflecting the wider spectrum of photon energy. The present
charge-state-resolved density can also be used to decompose physical observables
to contributions from species of different ionic charges, e.g, charge-state-resolved
HHG spectra [65].
5.3 Ehrenfest Expression for Dipole Acceleration and
High-Harmonic Spectrum
Harmonic spectrum is usually extracted by Fourier transforming the dipole moment,
〈z〉(t) = 〈Ψ |z|Ψ〉, (45)
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or the dipole acceleration 〈a〉(t),
〈a〉(t) = d
2
dt2
〈z〉(t). (46)
As known as the Ehrenfest theorem, one can show, from the TDSE Eq. (1), that,
〈a〉(t) =−〈Ψ |
(
∂Vˆ0
∂ z
+
∂Vˆext
∂ z
)
|Ψ〉. (47)
The right hand side of this equation is the expectation value of the force acting on
the electrons from the nuclei and laser electric field. Equation (47), with smaller
numerical noise than in Eq. (45), is widely used in combination with TDSE simu-
lations within the single-active-electron (SAE) approximation, with Vˆ0 replaced by
the effective potential.
The equivalence of Eqs. (46) and (47) holds also for the TD-CASSCF methods
with all the orbitals time-varying [36], and, hence, the Ehrenfest expression Eq. (47)
can be safely used. However, the use of frozen-core orbitals requires a special care.
We have shown that, in the latter case, the following expression should be used
instead of Eq. (47) [36]:
〈a〉fc(t) =−〈Ψ |
(
∂Vˆ0
∂ z
+
∂Vˆext
∂ z
)
|Ψ〉+∆(p˙z). (48)
In the length gauge and if we neglect the indistinguishability between core and ac-
tive electrons, the additional term ∆(p˙z) can be approximated as [36],
∆(p˙z) ≈ 〈Φfc|∂Vˆ0∂ z +
∂Vˆext
∂ z
+
∂Vˆa
∂ z
|Φfc〉, (49)
where,
Va(r) =
∫
dr′
ρa(r′)
|r− r′| , (50)
with ρa being the density of active electrons.
The meaning of Eq. (48) can be interpreted as follows: The Ehrenfest theorem
states that the dipole acceleration is given by the expectation value of the total force
on the electronic system, made up of the laser electric force acting on the active,
fla, and core electrons, flc, the nuclear Coulomb force on the active, fna, and core
electrons, fnc, and the interelectronic forces from the active electrons on the core,
fac, and vice versa, fca. Then, we obtain the total force,
f = ( fna+ fnc)+( fla+ flc)+( fac+ fca) = ( fna+ fnc)+( fla+ flc), (51)
where we have used the action-reaction law fac = − fca in the second equality. We
can see correspondence of this expression to Eq. (47). However, if the core orbitals
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Fig. 10 HHG spectra of Be exposed to a laser pulse with a wavelength of 800 nm, an intensity of
3×1014 W/cm2, and a foot-to-foot pulse width of three cycles. Comparison between the simula-
tions with DC (n f c,ndc,na) = (0,1,5) and FC (1,0,5). For the case of FC, we also compare the
results extracted via Eqs. (47) and (48).
are frozen, we have to take account of an additional “binding force” fb to fix the
frozen core, which is inherent in the variational procedure to derive the EOMs. Since
the binding force fb cancels the forces acting on frozen-core electrons from the
nuclei, laser field, and active electrons, it is given by,
fb =− fnc− flc− fac. (52)
Consequently, the effective force in the presence of frozen core becomes,
feff = f + fb = ( fna+ fca)+ fla. (53)
The comparison between Eqs. (49) and (52) tells us that the additional term ∆(p˙z)
in the former represents the binding force fb, and Eq. (48) is a quantum-mechanical
expression of the effective force [Eq. (53)].
Figure 10 compares the HHG spectra from Be, calculated as the modulus squared
of the Fourier transform of the dipole acceleration, extracted from the simulations
with a dynamical and frozen core orbital. If we calculate the frozen-core HHG spec-
trum using the modified formula Eq. (48), it overlaps with the DC result almost
perfectly. This indicates that the use of FC is a good approximation for the circum-
stances considered here. However, the use of Eq. (47) with FC leads to an erroneous
spectrum. Thus, it is essential to use Eq. (48) for the calculation of dipole accelera-
tion and, then, HHG spectra from the simulation results with frozen core.
We show in Fig. 11 the HHG spectra of Ar calculated with the TD-CASSCF and
TDHF methods. These results well reproduce a dip around 53 eV (∼34th order)
that originates from the Cooper minimum and has been experimentally observed
[66]. Whereas the difference between the TD-CASSCF and TDHF is not large in
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Fig. 11 HHG spectra of Ar exposed to a laser pulse with a wavelength of 800 nm, an intensity
of 8×1014 W/cm2, and a foot-to-foot pulse width of three cycles. Comparison between the TD-
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Fig. 12 HHG spectra of Kr exposed to a laser pulse with a wavelength of 800 nm, an intensity
of 8×1014 W/cm2, and a foot-to-foot pulse width of three cycles. Comparison between the TD-
CASSCF (n f c,ndc,na) = (14,0,13) and TDHF (14,4,0).
this case, it is more prominent in the HHG spectrum of Kr shown in Fig. 12; the
TDHF overestimates the harmonic intensity near the cutoff more than one order of
magnitude. Such a quantitative difference is critical when we want to estimate the
upper limit of the HHG pulse energy that can be generated with a given experimental
setup. It is wonderful that we can now achieve a converged simulation of high-
harmonic generation from the thirty-six electron atom.
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5.4 Dipole Acceleration within the Single-Active-Electron
Approximation
The above discussion has important implications also for how to extract harmonic
spectra from TDSE simulations of multielectron atoms and molecules within the
single-active-electron approximation. As stated above, Eq. (47) with Vˆ0 replaced by
the effective potential Ve f f , corresponding to Eq. (53), is usually used:
〈a〉(t) =−〈ψ|
(
∂Ve f f
∂ z
+
∂Vˆext
∂ z
)
|ψ〉. (54)
On the other hand, Gordon et al. [67] have argued that one should rather use Eq. (47)
as is, i.e., with the bare nuclear potential Vˆ0 (=−Zr for the atomic case):
〈a〉(t) =−〈ψ|
(
∂Vˆ0
∂ z
+
∂Vˆext
∂ z
)
|ψ〉. (55)
They have taken the action-reaction law into account but ignored the binding force.
However, the observation that Eq. (48) rather than Eq. (47) has to be used in the
presence of frozen-core orbitals, also numerically confirmed in Fig. 10, strongly
suggests that, at the conceptual level, Eq. (54) is the correct choice.
5.5 Photoelectron energy spectrum
Time-resolved and angle-resolved photoelectron (photoemission) spectroscopy is
becoming more and more important as a tool to probe ultrafast electron dynamics. In
principle, (angle-resolved) photoelectron energy spectrum can be calculated through
projection of the departing wave packet onto plane waves or Coulomb waves (the
difference in the results is usually negligibly small). To apply this approach, how-
ever, we need to keep the wave function within the simulation box without being
absorbed, which would lead to a huge computational cost. As a new method that can
be used with irECS, requiring a much smaller simulation box, the time-dependent
surface flux (t-SURFF) method has recently been proposed [68]. In this method,
spectra are computed from the electron flux through a surface, beyond which the
outgoing electron wave packet is absorbed by irECS. Instead of analyzing spectra
at the end of the simulation, one can record the surface flux in the course of time
evolution. We have recently succeeded in applying t-SURFF, originally formulated
for SAE-TDSE simulations, to the TD-CASSCF simulations, whose details will be
presented in a separate publication.
Figure 13 presents the calculated photoionization cross section of Be. Making
use of a broadband nature of an ultrashort pulse, one can draw such a plot with a
single run, by dividing the photoelectron spectrum by photon energy spectrum. The
results, in reasonable agreement with reported measurements [69], well reproduce
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Fig. 13 Relative photoionization cross section of Be as a function of photon energy extracted 37,
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ultrabroadband three-cycle (foot-to-foot) pulse with 22 eV central photon energy.
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Fig. 14 Angle-resolved photoelectron energy spectrum from Ne irradiated by a 10 fs bichromatic
XUV pulse Eq. (56) with ω = 19.1eV and (a) δ = 0 and (b) 32pi , calculated with the TDHF
simulation. The ω and 2ω intensities are 1013 W/cm2 and 1.5×109 W/cm2, respectively.
oscillating features due to the contribution from autoionizing states. We plot three
curves extracted at different delays (37, 75, 112 fs) after the pulse. We see that peaks
grow around 13 eV with increasing delay, reflecting the evolution of autoionization.
Thus, the TD-CASSCF method can properly describe the process induced by elec-
tron correlation.
As a demonstration of capability to evaluate photoelectron angular distribution,
let us consider a bichromatic XUV pulse whose electric field is of the form,
E(t) = Fω(t)cosωt+F2ω(t)cos(2ωt−δ ), (56)
where Fω(t) and F2ω(t) denote the envelopes of the ω and 2ω pulses, respectively,
and δ the relative phase. Because of the interference between two-photon ionization
by ω and single-photon ionization by 2ω , the photoelectron angular distribution
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is expected to vary with δ . This is confirmed by TDHF simulations as shown in
Fig. 14. Whereas roughly the same number of photoelectrons are emitted to the
upper (∼ 0◦) and lower (∼ 180◦) hemispheres at δ = 0 (54% to the lower hemi-
sphere), approximately two-thirds (63 %) of the electrons are emitted to the lower
hemisphere at δ = 32pi . Hence, such simulations will be useful to design and analyze,
e.g., coherent control experiments that can be realized by use of high-harmonic and
free-electron-laser XUV sources with temporal coherence [70, 71].
6 Summary
We have compiled our recent development of the time-dependent complete-active-
space self-consistent-field method to simulate multielectron dynamics in ultrafast
intense laser fields along with numerical examples for atoms. Introducing the con-
cept of frozen core, dynamical core, and active orbital subspace decomposition, TD-
CASSCF allows compact and, at the same time, accurate representation of corre-
lated multielectron dynamics in strongly driven atoms and molecules. It also has de-
sirable features of gauge invariance and size extensivity. We can now handle strong-
field phenomena in systems containing tens of electrons from the first principles,
which was merely a dream several years ago.
While the present work has focused on the TD-CASSCF method, especially,
for atoms, we have developed and been actively developing a variety of different
ab initio methods. We have numerically implemented the MCTDHF method for
molecules, based on a multiresolution Cartesian grid, without need to assume any
symmetry of molecular structure [72]. We have developed the TD-ORMAS method
[53], which is more approximate and thus computationally even less demanding
than TD-CASSCF, and allows one to handle general MCSCF wave functions with
arbitrary CI spaces. We have more recently formulated the time-dependent op-
timized coupled-cluster method [73], based not on multiconfiguration expansion
but on coupled-cluster expansion. This method is gauge invariant, size extensive,
and polynomial cost-scaling. Furthermore, as an alternative that can in principle
take account of correlation effects and extract any one- and two-particle observ-
able while bypassing explicit use of the wave function, we have reported a nu-
merical implementation of the time-dependent two-particle reduced density matrix
method [74,75]. Whereas the above methods concentrate on the electron dynamics,
we have also considered electron-nuclear dynamics and formulated a fully general
TD-MCSCF method to describe the dynamics of a system consisting of arbitrary
different kinds and numbers of interacting fermions and bosons [76]. All these de-
velopments will open various, flexible new possibilities of highly accurate ab initio
investigations of correlated multielectron and multinucleus quantum dynamics in
ever-unreachable large systems.
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